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Abbreviations: 
 
ADVL =  adverbial 
ALT =   alteration particle 
BEN =   benefactive 
CER =   subjective certainty marker 
CNP =   co-ordinate noun phrase 
COMPL = completion marker 
CONJ =  conjunction 
COND =  conditional particle 
DEM =   demonstrative pronoun 
DUAL=   dual 
DUB =   dubitative 
DS=    different subject 
HAB =   habitual 
HORT =  hortative 
IMP =   imperative 
INST =  instrumental 
INT =   intensifier 
INDEF = indefinite pronoun 
LOC =   locative 
NEG =   negation 
NR.PAST = near past tense 
NARR.PAST= narrative past tense 
NUM =   numeral 
OBJ =   object 
ORD =   order marker 
PAST =  past tense 
POSS =  possessive 
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PPN =   personal pronoun 
PRS =   present tense 
PRG =   progressive 
PURP=   purpose 
SEQ =   sequence particle 
SIM =   similarity particle 
SPE =   specifier particle 
SS=     same subject 
SUB =   subordinator 
TEMP =  temporal 
TNS =   tense 
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DUAL=   DUAL 
1PL =   first person plural 
2PL =   second person plural  
3PL =   third person plural 
cl.1=   Class I pronoun  
cl.2=   Class II pronoun 
cl.3    Class I1I pronoun 
cl.4=   Class IV pronoun  
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The Pronominal system in the Mende language 
 
0. Introduction 

The Mende language is spoken by about 5.000-6.000 people in Nuku district of 

Sandaun province. It was previously classified as  the western dialect of the Kwanga 

language, which has been classified as a Papuan language of the Sepik-Ramu Phylum, 

Sepik Sub-Phylym, Sepik Super-Stock, Middle-Sepik Stock and Nukuma family (Wurm 

1982). However, the speakers of the language rejected being called Kwanga speakers, so 

for socio-linguistic reasons Mende is now classified as a separate language. 

The following linguistic papers have been written previously: Mende Organized 

Phonology Paper in 1993, Second Year Survey Report in 1993, Mende Grammar 

Essentials in 1994, Mende Phonology Paper in 1998 and Mende Dialect Survey in 1998. 

The research for this paper was carried out under the auspices of Summer Institute 

of Linguistics. The data on which the analysis is based was collected between 1991-1998, 

primarily from the Mende people living in Mambu village, but also from speakers from 

Usitamu and Aptuono villages. I want to express my gratitude to Bob Conrad and Karen 

Rowe, whose assistance and comments were invaluable for the completion of this paper. 

The Mende language has a complex and diverse pronominal system. The language 

does not mark plurality on nouns, nor are the verbs inflected according to person, number 

and gender.  Therefore the pronominal system is the major means by which the language 

shows person, number and gender. Gender is indicated only in the second and third 

person singular.  
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There are four different sets of pronouns, each with its own distinctive use. In 

order to explain their function, the discussion in this paper follows Givon’s statement  

‘that stressed independent pronouns, unstressed/clitic pronouns and 
verb agreement constitute both a functional-synchronic and diachronic cline. 
Diachronically , independent pronouns may become de-stressed and 
cliticized, and unstressed/clitic pronouns eventually become agreement 
inflections on the verb. This general diachronic process may be summarized 
as: 

independent PRO >unstressed PRO >clitic PRO >verb 
   agreement 

Diachronic change along this cline is coupled with changes in 
discourse function of the pronouns, from the more emphatic, contrastive or 
discontinuative function of independent pronouns toward the anaphoric, 
continuative function of unstressed pronouns and verb agreement (Givon, 
1986: 353-354.) 

In the Mende language there are four classes of pronouns. The  basic pronoun 

roots are presented in the Chart 1. Class I pronouns, presented in the Chart 2,  all, except  

first person singular, have -r  attached to the pronoun root. The first person singular has -n 

instead of -r . Class II pronouns (presented in the Chart 3) are the same as root pronouns, 

except that third person feminine singular, dual (they two) and third person plural have 

another pronoun, os, op and ol respectively, that can be used with the final clause 

narrative topic suffix -mu. Class III pronouns (presented in Chart 4) are identical to Class 

I pronouns, except first person singular, which is nir  and third person singular masculine, 

which is ri . Class IV pronouns (presented in Chart 5) lose the final vowel and add vowel 

o- in the beginning. First person singular is on.  It should be noted that  first person dual 

(we two) and second person dual (you two) are identical in form in all the pronoun 

classes. To differentiate whether the speaker means ‘we two’ or ‘you two’, (s)he has to 

state his/her own location, for example: (shi i, amu lindua) ‘you two go, I stay.’ 
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Chart 1. Basic Pronoun roots 

 singlar dual plural 
1 a shi ni 
2 masc. mi shi ji 
2 fem. nyi shi ji 
3 masc. or fri li 
3 fem. si fri li 
 

Chart 2.  Stressed Independent Subject Pronouns (Class I) 

 
pers singular dual 

(incl.)     
 plural 

1 an shir nir  (inc. and exl.) 
2 masc. mir shir               jir 
2 fem. nyir shir                 jir 
3 masc. or frir lir 
3 fem. sir frir lir 

 
Chart 3. Unstressed Subject Pronouns (Class II) 

 
pers singular (incl.)dual plural 
1 a     (na betweenVs) shi ni (inc. and exl.) 
2 masc. mi shi ji 
2 fem. nyi shi ji 
3 masc. or  (nor betweenVs) fri, op** li, ol ** 
3 fem. si , os** fri, op li, ol 

** used only with with final clause topic suffix -mu (TOP). 

Chart 4. Affirmative Pronoun (Class III)  

pers singular dual 
(incl.)     

 plural 

1 nir shir nir  (inc. and exl.) 
2 masc. mir shir             jir 
2 fem. nyir shir                jir 
3 masc. ri frir/brir* lir 
3 fem. sir frir/brir* lir 

*free variation of fri/bri is discussed in Hoel, Ikaheimonen, Nozawa, 1998. 

 

Chart 5. Final Interrogative and Relative Pronouns (Class IV) 
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pers singular dual (incl.) plural 
1 on osh on (inc. and exl.) 
2 masc. om osh oj/ok * 
2 fem. ony osh oj/ok* 
3 masc. or op ol 
3 fem. os op ol 

*free variation of oj/ok is discussed more in Hoel, Ikäheimonen, Nozawa, 1998. 

The syllable structure of the Mende language is basically CV.CV (Hoel, 

Ikäheimonen, Nozawa 1998), which is evident when one looks at the use of these 

pronouns. If the first person singular a or the third person singular or occurs occur 

between two vowels they become na and nor respectively. 

1. Class I Independent Subject Personal Pronouns and their use 

 
The unmarked word order in Mende is  S O V.   The language introduces a new 

subject of the sentence in the clause initial subject slot and copies the Class II pronoun 

referring to it directly before the verb. 

(1) ma   lar       asa-n       or-mu           ji-ra. 
      man NUM  dog-OBJ 3M.cl.2-TOP hit-PAST 
 
‘A man hit a dog.’ 
 
 

Once the subject has been introduced, it can be referred to anaphorically by a 

Class II pronoun. A sentence like (2) implies that the subject or-mu ‘he-TOP’ has been 

mentioned before, or that it is known by the context. 

 (2) asa-n       or-mu            ji-ra. 
      dog-OBJ 3M.cl.2-TOP hit-PAST 
 
‘He hit the dog.’ 

 
The subject slot just before the verb is filled with a Class II  Unstressed Pronoun, 
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which is always a copy of the subject mentioned before or known by the linguistic 

context. It functions like a verb prefix  and thus it does not count as a ‘real subject’. The 

‘real’ subject of the sentence is the name or NP that is used to introduce the subject for 

the first time, or else to re-introduce it. Once the subject has been introduced it is referred 

back anaphorically,  mostly with  Class II pronouns until the participant role changes. A 

Class III pronoun can be added after the final verb to strengthen the intention of the 

speaker or the truth value of the proposition. The example (6) conveys purely the speaker 

volition, whereas example (5) implies that he surely will go. In terms of frequency the 

word order O pn V is most frequent (pn here is the pronoun copy of the previously 

mentioned subject). 

 
Class I pronouns are the independent pronouns that are used in the clause initial 

subject slot when introducing a new subject or contrasting it with something else. Givon 

states that  

‘independent/stressed pronouns tend to be emphatic or contrastive, 
while unstressed, clitic or ‘agreement’ pronouns tend to be non-emphatic, 
continuative or anaphoric. ‘(Givon 1986: 361) 

 This is true in the Mende language, where the sentences with stressed personal 

pronouns (Class I) mark contrast, highlight or introduce the topic. Let us look at the 

following examples: 
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(3)    An          nuku-k       a           i-ku-a             nir. 
        1SG.cl.1 nuku-LOC 1S.cl.2  go-VOL-CER 1S.cl.3 
 
         ‘It is I who will go to Nuku.’  
 
 

 The sentence (3) does not mean purely ‘I will go to Nuku.’ Its meaning is ‘It is I  

who will go to Nuku’, where the subject is contrasted with another person, who may be 

mentioned or may be implied. Therefore sentence (3) could be followed by another clause 

making this explicit (4). 

(4)  An      nuku-k        a  i-ku-a                     nir,       hako Michiyo yanga-k   si           li-ku-a                sir. 
     1S.cl.1 nuku-LOC 1S.cl.2 go-VOL-CER 1S.cl.3  but    Michiyo plce-LOC3F.cl.2  stay-VOL-CER  
3F.cl.3 
 
‘ It is I who  will go to Nuku, but Michiyo  will stay at the village’ 
 

In this sentence the speaker is contrasting her going to Nuku with a third person 

(Michiyo) who is staying in the village. If one intends to express only the speaker’s 

intention of certainly going to Nuku, one would say, 

(5)  nuku-k        a           i-ku-a             nir. 
      nuku-LOC 1S.cl.2  go-VOL-CER 1S.cl.3 
 
‘I will surely go to Nuku.’ 
 

or even simply as 

(6)  nuku-k        a           i-ku. 
       nuku-LOC 1S.cl.2  go-VOL 
 
‘I will go to Nuku.’ 
 
  

Example (5) has the pronoun copy after the final verb, which is used to make the 

intention of the speaker more explicit or emphasize the truth value of the proposition. 

Example (6) expresses a pure future intention or volition of the speaker. In (6) it is not as 

certain that the speaker is going to Nuku as in (5). 
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So, one of the main functions of Class I personal pronouns is to give prominence 

to the topic (subject) referred to or contrast it with another topic that may be explicit as in 

the sentence (4 ) or implicit in the linguistic or non-linguistic context as in example (3). 

The second use of Class I personal pronouns is to address the subject in question. 

(7) Jir           nokopji,   akasumbu       roso      am   o-r. 
      2PL.cl.1 women    side.of.house  DEM3F now swallow-PAST 
 
‘You women, (I’m talking to you) around this house it is all covered (with grass.)’ 
 
(8)  Jir           nokopji jir-in ,                akasumbu       roso      am   o-r. 
      2PL.cl.1 women   2PL.cl.1-OBJ  side.of.house  DEM3F now swallow-PAST 
 
‘You women you all, (I’m talking to you) around this house it is all covered (with grass.)’ 
 
 

The example (7) uses the Class 1 pronoun as a vocative to address the hearers. 

The example (8) adds the Class 1 pronoun in dative case after the head noun to emphasize 

the fact that it is the women whom he is addressing. 

The third use of the Class I pronouns is in forming object pronouns. Mende is  a 

nominative accusative language in which the non-topicalized object is marked by the 

object marker -n/-in. The object marker is added to these independent personal pronouns 

when they function as patients of transitive verbs. 

(9)  karem    u-hu    fri                layi-hi           shir-in                usha- lasa -ya-wa. 
      like.this do-SS DUAL.3.cl.2 go.down-SS dual.2.cl.1-OBJ  shout-search-go.around-NPAST 
 
    ‘They  two went down like this and looked and called for us two.’ 

 

Fourthly, Class I pronouns are commonly used in elliptical sentences which are a 

reply to an information question. The stressed pronoun with object marker -n with heavy 

stress is enough to convey the answer. Examples (10) and (11) have the normal object 
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marker -n attached to the pronoun to mark the focused answer. It should be noted that a 

pronoun without the object case marking -n would not be enough to convey the meaning.  

(10)   lawe ridim u-ku?    Mir-in.  
         who  read  do-VOL 2M.Cl.1-OBJ 
 
‘Who shall read?’ ‘You (will be the one who will read)’ 
 
(11)  lawe mir? An-in. 
        who 2M    1S.cl.1-OBJ 
 
‘Who is there? Me.’ 
 
          
 

Fifthly, on very rare occasions, the Class I personal pronouns are used with the 

sentence final topic suffix -mu (TOP). This suffix is mainly used with Class II pronouns. 

When it is used with Class I pronouns is has its own stress and is therefore an 

independent phonological and grammatical word. It is used to indicate strong contrast 

between two subjects or topics, as in examples (12) , (13) and (14).  

(12)  frir          mu     siya       uku   las  u-a-r. 
        dual.cl.1  TOP   coconut water one do-eat-PAST 
 
‘ It was they who drank one coconut’ 
 
(13) nir        mu   siya        uku    frijip  u-a-r 
        1P.cl.1  TOP coconut  water two    do-eat-PAST 
 
‘ It was we who drank two coconuts’ 
 
(14) lerawu oso  an        mu   laninguap-ik    la-ri          sir,       yerble mende-n. 
        work   dem 1S.cl.1 TOP laninguap-LOC do-PAST 1S.cl.3   last      very-OBJ 
 
‘Concerning the work, It was I who did that work in Laninguap, the very last work.’ 
 

In example (14) the speaker has  lerawu ‘the work’as the topic of the sentence. 

Lerawu ‘the work’ is the object of the sentence. It also functions as the topic of the 

sentence, as indicated by movement to sentence intitial position. In the process it has lost 

its object marker -n. However, at the same time the speaker also wants emphasize that it 
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was he (nobody else) who did the work, so he uses the sentence final topic suffix -mu 

(TOP) to highlight the subject of the sentence. It should be noted that when the speaker  

adds the adverbial phrase yerble mende ‘very last’ at the end of the sentence, this 

adverbial phrase gets the object marker -n even though the head noun lerawu ‘work’ is 

not attached to it. 

2. Class II Unstressed Subject Pronouns and their use  

Chart 3 describes the Class II unstressed pronouns. They occur immediately  

preceeding the finite verb, signalling person, gender and the number. In vast majority of 

the data the unstressed pronoun occurs occur immediately  preceeding the verb. There are 

very  few cases where this pronoun does not occur before the verb, but the referent is 

always clear from the previous clause (15).  

(15) ni          layi-hi          Tarja takatukuyi krestafa jere-n       tava-k         tolo-ra. 
       1Pl.cl.2 go.down-SS Tarja  fall.down    almost   mud-OBJ hand-INST hold-NARR.PAST 
 
‘We went down and Tarja nearly fell down and touched the mud with her hand.’ 
 

 

In this example the final clause lacks the subject pronoun si (3F) and the topic suffix-mu.  

The most frequent and unmarked  way of ending an event sentence in narrative 

discourse is to used the final clause topic marker  -mu (TOP) followed by narratative past 

tense -ra as in (16).  

(16) jere-n        tava-k         si-mu          tolo-ra 
       mud-OBJ hand-INST 3S.cl.2-TOP hold-NARR.PAST 
 

In (15) there is no change of subject after ni layihi ‘  we went down’ because Tarja 
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is part of the group ni ‘we’. But since a proper name, Tarja, is mentioned, the addressee 

will know that it was Tarja, not we (all of us), who nearly fell down. Logically, it was she 

who touched the ground with her hand. The reason the speaker left out the personal 

pronoun simu is not clear. One would expect it to appear, and in majority of cases it 

would be there. 

The phonological evidence indicates that these unstressed pronouns are not 

proclitics. If they were clitics,  they would be expected to follow the Mende phonological 

rules and be phonologically bound to the following vowel, for example 

(17)  nuku-k         si         i-ri ->         nuku-k        s-i-ri. 
         nuku-LOC 3F.cl.2  go-PAST    nuku-LOC 3F-go-PAST 
 
‘She went to Nuku.’ 
 
 

But this does not occur. On the contrary, literate native speakers have a tendency 

to associate the unstressed pronoun with the preceding element. For example, when we 

had the first writers’ workshops many people wanted to write the pronoun together with 

the preceding locative. 

(18) nuku-k-a          i-ri 
       nuku-LOC-1S go-PAST 
 

Furthermore, when free personal pronouns beginning with a vowel, such as first 

person singular a and third person masculine or occur inter vocalically most speakers 

prefix the consonant -n to these pronouns (na, nor).  

(19)  karem u-hu  nor        i-hi     nor-mu            mba-ra. 
         thus  do-SS 3M.cl.2  go-SS 3M.cl.3-TOP   speak-NARR.PAST 
 
     ‘He went on like this and said.’ 
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It seems that the unstressed personal pronoun has lost its primary stress in 

ordinary circumstances, but recovers its full stress when the consonant -n is prefixed to it. 

Therefore it is not a clitic. However, it might well be that it is in process of moving 

towards clitic status, and may become one in the future.  

One of the most important uses of the Class II pronouns is in participant 

identification and in maintaining topic continuity. In a narrative text,  a new animate 

participant is most often introduced with a noun phrase containing a head noun, 

sometimes a very elaborate noun phrase followed by a demonstrative pronoun (oto ‘this 

male’ in 20). After the animate participant is introduced it is referred to anaphorically 

mostly by the appropriate Class II pronoun (nor ‘he’ in 20), until the participant’s role 

changes or the participant focus changes.  

(20) ma   or          SIL-in    lerawu-n    la-nda   ma   oto            nor         layi          balus  
       man 3M.cl.4 SIL-OBJ work-OBJ do-HAB  man DEM.3M 3M.cl.2    go.down plane 
 
      taka-nda-ri                   mishi-k       or          si-ri-k                ni         raka-ri-k                     kar-ik  
      come.down-HAB-past place-LOC 3M.cl.2 stand-past-DS  1Pl.cl.2 come.down-past-DS car-INST 
 
      or          la-ha       os        li            li-nda-ri            mishi-k       ni-mu            rasa-ra. 
      3M.cl.2 bring-SS 3F.cl.4 3PL.cl.2 stay-HAB-past place-LOC 1Pl.cl.2-TOP come.up-NARR.PAST 
 
‘The man who works for SIL, he had gone down to the airstrip and stood (waited) there. We landed and he 
brought us with car to the place where they (SIL) habitually stay (and we went there).’ 
 

An inanimate new participant is most often introduced by a noun phrase 

containing a head noun followed by an indefinite pronoun (las ‘one’ in 21). After the 

inanimate participant is introduced it is referred to anaphorically by a noun phrase  with  a 

demonstrative pronoun or by a demonstrative pronoun alone (22). Especially food items 
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are mostly referred back with a noun phrase.1 

 
(21) li            ja-ha   nakminja      las    li-mu              ha-ra.                     Nakmija       oso  
       3PL.cl.2 cut-SS  nago.bundle one   3PL.cl.2-TOP give-NARR.PAST sago.bundle  DEM  
 
       kanda-k       na-r     ambu. 
       small-ADV be.past NEG 
 
‘They cut (the pig) and gave us a bundle of sago. That sago bundle was not small, (it was huge).’ 
 
(22) mbele lal      si         u-ri           makasiji        hom na-ri.     Hako, ondo lili     a-ri           lir. 
        what  some 3F.cl.2 do-PAST kind.of.beans like be-PAST but     DEM bitter eat-PAST 3PL.cl.3 
 
‘She had cooked something that looked like beans. But, those were bitter to eat. 
 
 

The switch reference system marks change of subject participants within the 

sentence. The system is encoded by the sentence medial suffix -hV (-h + vowel copy of 

the vowel before -h, i.e. misi -> misihi ‘hear’, taka -> takaha ‘come down, ese -> esehe 

‘step’, tolo -> toloho ‘hold’, muku -> mukuhu ‘show’), which marks the same subject 

and -k, which marks a different subject (23, 24).  In the example (24) the person who 

closed the window was included with those who ate, therefore the same subject form  -hV 

is used. 

(23)  karem or          mba-ri-k           or-mu              mba-ra 
        thus    3M.cl.2  speak-past-DS  3M .cl.2-TOP  speak-NARR.PAST 
 
‘(He) having spoken like this, he (DS) spoke’. 
 
(24) karem a           mba-ri-k          arme-k       or          arango-rako-shi-hi   ni-mu             a-ra 
        thus   1S.cl.2  speak-past-DS good-ADV 3M.cl.2 close-compl-ord-SS  1PL.cl.2-TOP eat- 
NARR.PAST 
 
 ‘I having spoken like this, he closed well (the window) and we ate.’ 
 
(25) karem a           mba-ri-k          arme-k        or         arango-rako-shi-ri-k     a-mu           a-ra 
        thus   1S.cl.2  speak-past-DS good-ADV 3M.cl.2 close-compl-past -DS 1S.cl.2-TOP eat- NARR.PAST 
 
 ‘I having spoken like this, he closed well (the window) and I ate.’ 
 

                                                           
1 See more of this discussion in Nozawa, forthcoming. 
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The second use of Class II pronouns is with the final clause topic suffix -mu 

(TOP). In the event information in narrative discourse the subject of every final clause is 

marked with -mu suffixed to one of the Class II pronouns followed by verb marked with 

narrative past tense -ra.  

 In the third person feminine singular (simu, osmu), exclusive dual (frimu , 

opmu), and in the third person plural (limu, olmu) there are two sets of pronouns that can 

be used with the suffix -mu. Simu, frimu , and limu are the unmarked pronouns. They are 

used in majority of the sentences in the data. The marked forms osmu, opmu and olmu 

are used to mark the discourse topic for the entire text (a discussion about ancestors’ way 

of building a house 26), situational topic (27), contrasting two different topics (28) and 

maintaining discourse topic continuity (29). 

(26) mas wormbo-n li            korme-nda lir.         Wormbo-n li            korme-he lahara-owe-he  
       first  stilt-OBJ   3PL.cl.2 cut-HAB    3PL.cl.3 stilt-OBJ   2PL.cl.2 cut-SS      bring-put-SS 
        
       mi-n        shi-hi   lahara-owe-nda-k  ol-mu             wormbo wa-n         koro-wa. 
       tree-OBJ cut-SS bring-put-HAD-DS 3PL.cl.2-TOP stilt         hole-OBJ cut-NR.PAST 
 
‘First they (ancestors) used to cut the stilts. First they cut the stilts, brought them and placed them, (then) 
they used to cut the trees and bring them (then) they dug the hole (to put the stilts in).’  
 
(27) Os-mu          mba-ndu-a. 
        3F.cl.2-TOP speak-HAB-CER  
 
‘It is whistling (the kettle that is near by and that is known to make this noise when the water is boiling).’ 
 
(28) Hanna-Marie tapmbas         si         si-wa-k                       Tarja  os-mu        mba-wa. 
        Hanna-Marie empty.handed 3F.cl.2 stand-NR.PAST-DS Tarja  3f.cl.2-TOP speak-NR.PAST  
        
‘Hanna-Marie was standing empty handed and Tarja told her.’ 
 
(29) Limala or-mu    mbara,     ‘Os-mu        nivi-ndu-a.’ 
        Limala 3F-TOP speak-Past 3F.cl.2-TOP ripen-PROG-CER 
 
‘Limala said, ‘It is ripening.’ (os-mu refers to the papaya seed, which is the discourse topic.) 
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In example (26) the discourse topic is the ancestors, who are referred to with the 

pronoun olmu through out the text. 

Thirdly, the Class II pronouns are used to form the possessive pronouns. 

Chart 6. Possessive Pronouns 

pers singular dual incl. plural 
1 an-hi shi-hi ni-hi (inc. and exl.) 
2 masc. mi-hi shi-hi ji-hi 
2 fem. nyi-hi shi-hi  ji-hi 
3 masc. or-hi fri-hi li-hi 
3 fem. si-hi fri-hi li-hi 
 

The possessive form personal pronoun may be followed by the object marker -n  

when used as a clause object, locative marker -k  when functioning as a locative, or with 

final clause topic suffix -mu (TOP).  

(30) aka      an-hi-k              layi! 
        house 1S-POSS-LOC go.down 
    
  ‘Go down into my house!’ 
 
(31)  asa an-hi-n             lahara! 
        dog 1S-POSS-OBJ take-come 
                 
‘Bring my dog!' 
 
(32)  asa an-hi       nga     fle  nga     fri                anaji- ri-k                        asa an-hi-mu          fle oso-n  
       dog 1S-POSS CONJ pig CONJ DUAL.cl.2  fight.togther- PAST-DS  dog 1s-POSS- TOP pig DEM-
OBJ  
 
   ji-ra . 
  bite-NARR.PAST 
 
‘When my dog and a pig fought together, it was my dog that bit the pig.' 
 
 

Reflexive pronouns  
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Reflexive pronouns are formed by adding the benefactive particle njik  after the 

possessive pronoun. 

(33)  an-hi- njik               a            u-ri. 
        1s.cl.2 -POSS BEN  1S.cl.2  do-PAST 
     
  ‘I did it by myself.’ 
 
(34) shi-hi- njik                  shi             u-ri-k              kavamisi-ri  ri-a 
       dual.cl.2.-POSS BEN dual .cl.2 do-PAST-DS be.sick-PAST 3M.cl.3-CER 
 
 
     ‘It is the fault of you two yourselves that he got sick.’ 
  
 

3. Class III Affirmative Pronouns and their use 
 
 

Class III pronouns occur after the sentence-final verb. If the sentence is a verbless 

sentence, the Class III pronouns function as a copula verb. They can be followed by the 

subjective certainty marker -a  (CER) to mark the increased subjective certainty of the 

sentence. These sentences are non-event sentences. It should be noted that their use in 

narrative texts is not very frequent. They appear mainly inside direct quotes and are often 

followed by the subjective certainty marker -a. They can refer to either a human, or non 

human, animate or inanimate subject or object. It should be noted that if a Class II 

pronoun is present before the verb marking the clause subject, the Class III pronoun can 

be left out after the final verb (35).  

(35)  karem     shi          hishi-ri.         
         like.this dual.cl.2  think-PAST   
 
      ‘We two thought like that’ 
 

The function of the Class III pronoun in these examples is to encode increased 

subjective certainty. However, if there is no  the Class II pronoun preceeding the verb, a 
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Class III pronoun has to be present (37). In this example the Class III pronoun is overtly 

marking the number of the subject lir  (3PL) ‘they’. 

Inanimate objects are most often referred to with the third person singular 

feminine pronoun si , although third person singular masculine or can also be used, for 

example, ta  ‘sun’ can be referred to either with pronoun or (3M) or si (3F). Native 

speakers are not consistent in this. Also, an animal whose sex is unknown, such as a 

lizard, can be referred to with either the pronoun or (3M) or si (3F). Even within a single 

text both masculine and feminine pronouns occur referring to the same non-human 

participant. 

The sentence final Class III pronoun can refer either to the subject or the object of 

the final clause of the sentence. Counting in 20 different texts showed the following 

results. 

 Chart 7. Affirmative personal pronoun and its use 

 transitive verbs intransitive verbs 
subject (overtly marked) 25 22 
subject (implied) 4  
object 22  
subject or object (ambiguous) 
 

3  

 
Examples: subject (overtly marked) 

(36) minja-n    a         waro-nda    nir-a 
        grass-obj 1S.cl.2 weed-HAB 1S.cl.3-CER 
 
       ‘I (habitually) weed grass’ 
 

Examples: subject (implied) 
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(37)  hako frijip nom   nana-njik  mbeek  tasa-wa                    ambu  lir.  
         but  two    only    to.be-BEN ADVL come.up-NR.PAST NEG  3PL.cl.3 
 
 ‘But if there are only a few (of them, churches that were talked about previously) they (SIL people that 
      were talked about previously) will not come.’ 

 

Examples: object 

(38) pulamakau oso           inyi  waia oso-n                   ni             taitim u-ku-a             sir 
       cow              DEM.SF fence wire DEM.3SF-OBJ  1PL.cl.2   tighten do-VOL-CER 3SF.cl.3 
 
     ‘We will go and do the cow fence ( lit.tighten the cow’s fence wire) 
 
(39) a          usha-sawe  nak      amber  misi-hi lawu-hu   lerawu oso-n               ni            la-ku-a  
       1S.cl.2 call-speak    so.that all        hear-SS go.up-SS work DEM.3SF-OBJ 1PL .cl.2 do-VOL-CER  
 
      sir. 
      3SF.cl.3 
  
       ‘I will call so that all will hear and go up and we will do that work.’ 
 

subject or object (ambiguous): 

(40) u-ri-k           japan-ik       fehe       karem     li         mba-ri         lir-a. 
      do-past-DS  japan-LOC  originate like.this 3PL.cl.2 speak-past 3PL.cl.3-CER 
 
        ‘They were  from Japan, that is what they said/ They were  from Japan that is what they said about 
them.’ 
 
(41). Aka      jivi      nom  li            hala-shi-ri-k           si-nda-ri             lir-a 
         houses good only  3PL.cl.2  leave-ord-past- DS stand-HAB-past 3PL.cl.3-CER 
 
        ‘They left only good houses to stand up. (li-ra  referring either to ‘houses’ or ‘they’).’ 

 

So, Class III pronouns seem to refer to the direct object in nearly half of the cases, 

and to the subject in about half of the cases (not counting the intransitive verbs, where it 

inevitably refers to the subject.) From the 20 texts examined it seems that if the speaker 

wants to highlight the object, he uses a pronoun that refers to the object. And if he wants 

to highlight the subject, he chooses a pronoun that refers to the subject. So,  the choice of 
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the sentence final pronoun depends rather on the speaker’s choice of what he wants to 

highlight than on the grammatical function. Dik (1978, p.128) defines Focus 

 ‘as pragmatic function which characterizes constituents which present 
relatively the most important or salient information with respect to the pragmatic 
information of the Speaker and the Addressee.’  

By the choice of a Class III pronoun, the speaker may choose to focus on either 

the subject or the object. 

The Mende language does not have copula verbs. The Class III pronouns often 

seem to function with the subjective certainty marker -a as a final clause marker in 

verbless clauses, such as existential clauses (42), topic-comment clauses (43), posessional 

clauses (44) and equative clauses (45). 

 It should be noted than in these examples (42-45) the final pronoun may be 

omitted, but the sentence is more ‘complete’ or grammatical with the pronoun present. 

Furthermore, if the pronoun is omitted, the adressee may not know the number or gender 

of the referent. In a sentence like (43) it may be obvious by the adressee’s previous 

knowledge, or by the use of the proper noun (i.e. the name Max) that the person in 

question is male, but a sentence like (42), without the final pronoun, could mean  ‘a piece 

of clothing got wet’ or ‘clothes (plural) got wet’. The examples (43a) and (43b) convey 

the same basic meaning.  (43a) would be uttered in a situation where the speaker wants to 

convey the basic fact of Max’s size. If the addressee, for some reason, would challenge 

the speakers opinion about Max’s size, or if the speaker for some other reason, would 

repeat the information again, he most likely would add the final pronoun and subjective 
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certainty marker -a  to encode greater subjective certainty, when uttering the sentence for 

the second time.  

(42)  ma   si         raka-ri-k                        kowe    uku-nga-na-ri                       lir. 
         rain 3F.cl.2 come.down-PAST-DS  clothes water-conj-become-PAST  3PL.cl.3 
  
    
‘It rained and clothes became wet.’ 
 
(43a) Max wasilaka 
         max  big                         
    
‘Max is big.’ 
 
(43b) Max wasilaka ri-a 
          max  big           3SM.cl.3-CER 
 
‘Max is big.’ 
 
(44) an        aka-nga-shi            nir. 
         1S.cl.1 house-CONj-dual 1S.cl.3 
      
   ‘I have a house.’ 
 
(45)  nokove  oso           tiksa    sir-a. 
         woman  DEM 3F teacher 3F.cl.3-CER 
 
    ‘That woman is a teacher’. 
 

4. Class IV Pronouns in Questions 

Class IV pronouns are used to form questions. 

(46)  fandu-k      i- ku          ony? 
        river-LOC  go-VOL  2F.cl.4 
 
‘Are you (female singular) going to the river?’ 
 
(47) Nowe   mi-hi       mbasir mo home   os? 
        garden 2M-POSS near     or  far       3F.cl.4 
 
      ‘Is your (male singular) garden near or far?’ 
 
 

5. Class IV pronouns used as relative pronouns 
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Class IV pronouns are used as relative pronouns. It should be noted that they can be left 

out without changing the meaning of the clause. 

(48)  os         li             li-nda-ri              mishi-k        ni-mu             tasa-ra 
        3F.cl.4  3PL .cl.2 stay-HAB-PAST place-LOC  1PL.cl.2-TOP come.up-NARR.PAST 
 
‘We arrived at the place where they habitually stay.’
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(49) ol             li           li-nda-ri               jeye ondo-n              li-mu       lahara-nduwu-ra 
        3PL.cl.4  3Pl.cl.2 stay-HAB-PAST  bed  DEM3PL-OBJ 3PL-TOP bring-put.together-NARR.PAST 
 
   ‘They organized the chairs where they sit.’ 
 
(50) ma or             SIL-n       lerawu-n    la-nda-ri          ma oto              balus taka-nda-ri      
        man 3M.cl.4  SIL-OBJ work-OBJ do-HAB-PAST man DEM.3M plane come.down-HAB-PAST  
  
         mishi-k        or-mu                taka-ra. 
         place-LOC  3SM.cl.2 -TOP come.down-NARR.PAST  
 
    ‘The man who works with SIl, that man, came to the  airstrip (the place where the plane lands).’ 
 

 

6. Demonstrative pronouns 

As the pronominal system is so important for coding person, gender and number, 

a short discussion of demonstrative and indefinite pronouns is included in this paper. 

Demonstrative pronouns (DEM) are a closed class of deictics which mark 

definiteness in all types of noun phrases and point to a specific reference.  They encode 

number, gender and spatial proximity to the speaker. They have an important role in 

indentifying the participant: subject or object (number, gender and spatial proximity).  

They have attributive and predicative functions. As attributes they often function in topic 

clauses introducing an unknown participant/topic. 

Chart 7. Demonstratives as attributes 

spatial proximity: masc. fem. dual. plural 
touched by speaker kato kaso kabro kando 
further away roto/toto roso/toso tobro rondo/tondo 
distance not relevant 
or object in question not visible 

 oto/orto  oso  obro  ondo 

 
The prefix ka- denotes very near proximity (can be touched by the speaker) and 

to/ro- denotes proximity further away (from the speaker’s point of view).  It seems that 
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the initial 't '  and 'r ' are in free variation here.  Oto/orto  also seem to be in free variation. 

O- denotes that distance is not relevant or that the object in question is not visible. 

Chart 8. Demonstratives as predicates 

spatial proximity: masc. fem. dual. plural 
touched kari kasir kabri kalir 
further away tori rosir/tosir tobri rolir/tolir 
distance not relevant or object in 
question not visible 

 ori  osir  obri  olir 

 

The demonstratives in predicate position resemble the Class III pronouns . We see 

how the -r  marks masculine, -s feminine, -p (here we have form [br], which is bilabial 

fricative, allophone of /p/ intervocalically) dual and l- plurality. 

Examples: 

(51)   andule kando     an-hi        kalir-a             tondo     mi-hi            tolir-a. 
          knife   DEM.PL. 1P-POSS DEM.PL-CER DEM.Pl 2SM-POSS DEM.PL-CER 
 
‘These knives here are mine, those there are yours.’ 
 
 (52)  kaso            an-hi       sir-a              toso        mi-hi       sir-a. 
          DEM. SF  1S-POSS  3SF.cl.3-CER DEM.SF 3M-POSS 3SF.cl.3-ATT 
       
‘This is mine and that is yours.’ 
 
  

7. Indefinite Pronouns 

 

Chart 9. Indefinite pronouns 

 masc. sing. fem.sing. dual pl. 
uncountable kar kas kap kal 
countable lar las lap lal 
 

The countable indefinite pronouns mark the following nominal as indefinite. They 

function like the indefinite article in English. They have the meaning 'any’, ‘some’ or 
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‘one’. They are used when the speaker does not know who or what the subject is. They 

are used with countable nouns and can occur without any nominal following when the 

referent is clear (56). 

Kar, kas, kap and kal are used with uncountable nouns and their meaning is ‘part 

of the whole’ or ‘some.’ 

When indefinite pronouns are function as objects of the clause, they do not take 

the object marker -n. These pronouns can be modified by the limiter tonom/nom 'only'.  

Examples; 

(53) kar        a-ku    ony? 
       INDEF eat-VOL 2F.cl.4 
 
      ‘Do you want to eat some part of this?’ 
 
(54) jikisi    lal            nga     ni           ra-ri. 
      children INDEF CONJ 1PL.cl.2 come-PAST 
 
      ‘We came with some children/accompanied by some children.’ 
 
(55) waswo kanda  kar       nom  owe. 
       salt      small     INDEF only  put 
 
      ‘Put only a little bit of salt.’ 
 
 (56) lal   tonom     ta-wa 
        INDEF only  come-NR.PAST 
 
      ‘Only some people came recently.’ 
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